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TRADE

STAYING INNOVATIVE WITH THE USE OF IP

ESTABLISHMENT OF ASEAN MANUFACTURING
NETWORK (AMN)

With the competitive nature of manufacturing, today’s
latest technology would need to evolve to tomorrow’s future
technology, therefore remaining innovative is vital.

The COVID-19 pandemic served as a wake-up call on the
need for greater integration within ASEAN. It forced countries
within the region to look at near-shore options to shorten
supply chains and increase proximity to customers. ASEAN as
a competitive economic grouping should take advantage of
this to distribute production nodes according to cost, skill and
competitiveness across ASEAN.
Vietnam - Vietnam Chamber of
Commerce and Industry (VCCI)
Myanmar - Myanmar
Industries Association
(MIA)

Thailand - Federation of
Thai Industries (FTI)

Malaysia - Federation of
Malaysian Manufacturers
(FMM)

Laos – Lao National
Chamber of Commerce
and Industry (LNCCI)

Cambodia - Cambodia
Chamber of Commerce (CCC)

Philippines - Philippine Chamber
of Commerce and Industry (PCCI)

Brunei - National Chamber of Commerce
and Industry Brunei Darussalam (NCCIBD)
Indonesia – Indonesian
Chamber of Commerce
and Industry (KADIN)

Singapore - Singapore
Manufacturing
Federation (SMF)
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HEALTH & SAFETY

SUSTAINABILITY

BUILD YOUR BRAND ON SAFETY AND HEALTH

CERTIFIED GREEN

Based on official statistics released by the Department of
Occupational Safety and Health (DOSH) in 2019, there are
40,811 cases of occupational accidents requiring more than
four days of sick leave, nationwide. Of these, 578 were fatal
accidents. During the same period, DOSH received 9,860
reports of occupational disease cases involving workers.

As environmental sustainability becomes more important
in the minds of consumers, manufacturers all over the
world including Malaysia are seeing the need to produce
environmentally responsible products.
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PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE

CHOOSE BRAND ‘MALAYSIA’

M

alaysia caught the
world’s attention when we
conquered the COVID-19
pandemic after the first
national Movement Control
Order was enforced. Our Health
Director-General and the Government
won the hearts of Malaysians and
beyond.
However after a few missteps,
Malaysia is seeing a next wave of
the pandemic hit us. This has sent
tremors across the business sectors as
many worry how they can continue to
sustain if new and stricter restrictions
are enforced in order to curb the rising
COVID-19 cases.
As we think of what it means to ‘stay
home’, the term spurred me to look to
my fellow Malaysians for inspiration in
overcoming this health and economic
crisis.

Perhaps the call to ‘stay home’ could
also be a call to keep our money within
our borders. Let our dollars stay in our
home, Malaysia, because spending on
local products and services will increase
the multiplier effect on the economy,
create job opportunities and subsequently
boosts the people’s income.
The ‘Buy Malaysia’ campaign was
introduced as part of the PENJANA
economic recovery plan, intended to
increase the visibility of Malaysian
products in the eyes of the ‘rakyat’.
Though a large portion of Government’s
funding in PENJANA and Budget
2021 is aimed at stimulating domestic
consumption of local products and
services, everyday Malaysians and the
Government continue to view foreign
products as a better option.
However we in the manufacturing
sector believe there is reason for us to

fight the good fight in advancing the
name of Made-in-Malaysia. FMM has
over the years worked hard to boost
demand for local goods in Government
Procurement (GP) and the domestic
market. Though the road ahead is
long and weary, FMM firmly believes
that our collaborative efforts with the
Government and businesses will bear
fruit in helping rejuvenate the local
economy.
Malaysia will rise and come out
stronger from this crisis.

Sincerely,
Tan Sri Dato’ Soh Thian Lai
President,
Federation of Malaysian Manufacturers
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2021
OUTLOOK:
HOPING IN A VACCINEPOWERED TURNAROUND

T

he International
Monetary Fund (IMF)
in its January 2021
report, estimated
the global growth
contraction for 2020 to sit
at -3.5 percent, 0.9 percent
higher than projected in the
previous forecast (reflecting
stronger-than-expected
momentum in the second half
of 2020).
Although recent vaccine
approvals have raised
hopes of a turnaround in the
pandemic later this year, new
waves and variants of the
virus pose concerns for the
outlook. Amid exceptional
uncertainty, the global
economy is projected to grow
5.5 percent in 2021.
The strength of the
recovery is projected to
vary significantly across
countries, depending
on access to medical
interventions, effectiveness
of policy support, exposure
to cross-country spillovers,
and structural characteristics
entering the crisis (Figure 1).
GDP growth for the
ASEAN-5 on the other
hand is projected at 5.2%,
aided by robust domestic
consumption, higher
investment and a favourable
trade environment. The
baseline projection assumes
that social distancing will
continue into 2021 but
gradually eases over time.
Locally, the economy is
forecasted to grow by 6.7%
this year, after contracting by
5.8% in 2020 as reported
by the World Bank. This is
attributed to the prospect
of an effective vaccination

programme, continued
improvements in exports and
an upward momentum in
consumption and investment.
As the world moves
into a recovery phase, the
Malaysian Finance Ministry

continues to be cautious of
the uncertainty surrounding
the global economic outlook,
which remains very high.
Efforts for recovery could be
hampered by the re-ignited
trade tensions between the
United States and China,

uncertainties surrounding
the Brexit outcomes and
widespread geopolitical
tensions. The ministry also
pointed to the continued low
oil prices and deepening
climate crisis which may also
derail the recovery.

Figure 1. Divergent Recoveries: WEO Forecast for Advanced
Economies and Emerging Market and Developing Economies
(Index, 2019:Q4 = 100)
China (Jan. 2020 WEO Update)
AEs (Jan. 2020 WEO Update)
EMDEs excluding China (Jan. 2020
WEO Update)

China (Jan. 2021 WEO Update)
AEs (Jan. 2021 WEO Update)
EMDEs excluding China (Jan. 2021
WEO Update)
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LOCAL UPDATES

THE INDUSTRY NEWS
YOU NEED TO KNOW

Sarawak eyes increasing South Korean investment
PUTRAJAYA: South Korean investors have expressed keen interest in setting up factories in
Sarawak, according to Prime Minister’s Special Envoy to East Asia Dato’ Sri Richard Riot Jaem.
In a meeting with the South Korean business community, Riot received proposals to set up
plants for aluminium pellet production, nitrile rubber glove production, ammonia processing,
and medical and testing kit production. Among the four proposals presented by the group, two
would be implemented in Sarawak.
Noting that South Korean giants including Samsung, Hyundai Daelim and Titan have
made a presence in Malaysia, he said the meeting touched on plans to expand South Korean
investments into the country.
Riot also suggested investors set up a top-class private hospital in Sarawak similar to the St
Vincent’s Hospital in Suwon, South Korea.

China remains Malaysia’s largest foreign
investor in manufacturing
KUALA LUMPUR: China leads as Malaysia’s largest foreign
investor in the manufacturing sector for the fourth consecutive
year.
A total of 32 foreign direct investments (FDIs) amounting to
US$452.43 million (US$1 = RM4.14) was approved in the first
half of 2020.
Deputy International Trade and Industry Minister Datuk Lim
Ban Hong said Malaysia approved 79 FDIs worth US$3.74
billion from China last year.
In terms of total trade, he said the bilateral trade between
Malaysia and China stood at US$80.06 billion from January
to August 2020, while in 2019, the two-way trade reached
US$123.96 billion.
In spite of the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic, MalaysiaChina friendship remained robust. Lim hoped that both
countries would continue to collaborate in sectors such as the
digital economy, big data, innovative economy, industrial
innovation and modern agriculture.

FMM: RCEP to boost global market access
for companies
KUALA LUMPUR: The Federation of Malaysian
Manufacturers (FMM) is confident that the Regional
Comprehensive Economic Partnership (RCEP) will provide
significant market access for Malaysian companies, enabling
new value chains, increasing economic activities and
strengthening supply chain links across the Asia Pacific.
Following the signing of RCEP, the world’s largest Free
Trade Agreement (FTA) on November 15, 2020, FMM
President Tan Sri Dato’ Soh Thian Lai said the existing
ASEAN+1 FTAs will be streamlined, and gaps in each
agreement will be reduced to create a competitive economic
area.
With enhanced transparency in trade and investment, he
added that the agreement would attract foreign companies
keen on entering into an integrated ASEAN market.
According to Soh, the trade pact would also facilitate
advanced technical cooperation through digitalisation and
smart manufacturing which will assist Malaysian small and
medium enterprises (SMEs) in developing more innovative and
competitive products, enabling greater inclusion in the global
and regional supply chains.
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Nestlé Malaysia to
pioneer in plant-based
manufacturing
KUALA LUMPUR: Nestlé (Malaysia)
Bhd will make a significant investment
in its Shah Alam factory to set up a
pioneering manufacturing facility for
plant-based meals.
The facility will be the first of its
kind for the brand in Southeast Asia.

MITI disburses RM20.85 million Market Development Grant
KUALA LUMPUR: Under the Ministry of International Trade and Industry (MITI), the
Malaysia External Trade Development Corporation (MATRADE) disbursed RM20.85
million to local companies under the Market Development Grant (MDG) scheme, from
January to October this year.
Deputy International Trade and Industry Minister Datuk Lim Ban Hong said, during the
same period, MATRADE processed 1,250 applications for the scheme, which had been
expanded to cover the cost of companies participating in virtual international trade fairs
locally and abroad.
With the aim to encourage exports by SMEs, the grant was also extended to cover
up to 30 percent of logistics costs, including transportation and warehousing for delivery
exports.

According to Nestlé Malaysia
Chief Executive Officer Juan Aranols,
the company was honoured to host
Nestlé’s first facility in the region that
will support growth locally and for
export markets.
He added that this was an area
of high strategic priority for the Nestlé
Group worldwide and the company is
set to continue investing in the future,
reflected by its plans and expansion
into new categories with high-growth
potential.

Accelerating recovery of trade and economic activities
KUALA LUMPUR: The Ministry of International Trade and Industry (MITI) has formulated strategies for a specified period, including
tax exemption and allowance, to accelerate the recovery of trade and economic activities which were impacted by the COVID-19
pandemic.
Under the National Economic Recovery Plan (PENJANA), Deputy International Trade and Industry Minister Datuk Lim Ban Hong
said the Malaysian Investment Development Authority (MIDA) is providing a tax exemption for new investments in the manufacturing
sector and investment tax incentives for companies to relocate their overseas manufacturing facilities back home.
MITI also provides Reinvestment Allowance for companies in selected manufacturing and agricultural activities that implement
reinvestment, in addition to fast-tracking manufacturing licence approval through the e-ML digital platform.
On November 6, the Government announced an allocation of RM1.206 billion for MITI to complement the PENJANA initiative.
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GLOBAL TRENDS

PURPOSE, AGILITY AND HUMAN
EXPERIENCE TO SHAPE THE
FUTURE OF BRANDING
COVID-19 has caused consumers to experience purchasing, consumption
and relationships in ways never before, and this has changed their
expectations of brands.

T

he pandemic has seen a rise
in social media usage in the
past year. With a stronghold
on discovery and research,
social platforms have brought
brands closer to consumers, making a
significant impact on sales and brand
loyalty.
According to the Global Web
Index’s Social Flagship Report Quarter
3, 2020, social media grew in
prominence in the purchase journey of
many customers, particularly for brand
or product research. As consumers
increasingly leverage multiple devices

and platforms in their daily life,
companies need to place greater
importance on their digital presence in
order to survive.
At the same time, COVID-19 saw
the need for brands to foster authentic
human connections. The new Global
Marketing Trends 2021 report from
Deloitte Insight stated, over a quarter of
consumers turned away from companies
they considered to be acting in their
own self-interest.
With new vaccine developments
set to restore a sense of normality in

2021, manufacturing companies must
be prepared to adopt the latest brand
trends with a more human touch in order
to dominate the industry in the years to
come.
Agile, dynamic and relevant
content to drive interest
Being agile is grounded in the ability
to adapt to changing market conditions.
Brands need to pay close attention to
the changing consumer sentiments by
collecting data from social media and
platforms such as customer relationship
management (CRM) systems to plan
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customer journeys. Staying agile
enables brands to meet customer needs
as they emerge and stay relevant in the
competitive market.
Relevance is what captures audience
attention and their resulting interest.
The keys to delivering relevant content
are data-driven insights. With machine
learning and artificial intelligence,
brands can identify patterns to predict
consumer behaviour or spot trending
news or social activities before a story
breaks, giving them time to craft the
right message that will captivate their
audience. Brands that can consistently
apply and adapt what they learn about
their customers, will do well in 2021.
Purpose-driven initiatives to
strengthen brand credibility
In a survey of 2,447 global
consumers, Deloitte found that 79
percent of respondents were aware
of brands positively responding to
COVID-19 by helping their customers,
protecting their employees, and
supporting the communities.
During the pandemic, Malaysia has
seen manufacturers like DRB-HiCOM
Berhad and Caely Holdings Berhad
pivoting to produce the urgently needed
personal protective equipment (PPEs) for
healthcare workers and Nestle Malaysia
financially supporting the lower
income communities. These initiatives
can positively shift brand perception
and even buying preferences among
consumers.
In this unprecedented time,
consumers are more likely to support
companies that share their values and
combine profits with societal impact.
Hence, it is critical for brands to
consistently align their actions to their
purpose in order to maintain their
reputation and nurture loyalty.
According to the Deloitte report,
there are three steps required for brands
to bring their purpose to life. Firstly,
they need to own and understand their
purpose in order to inspire employees
and build an emotional connection with
customers. Secondly, companies need
to catalyse the purpose by committing
to long-term goals that will make an
impactful change. Thirdly, it is important
to fuse brand and enterprise purpose.
Companies that truly know why they
serve their stakeholders, and use CSR
initiatives to strengthen their presence in
the market are set to flourish.

GLOBAL TRENDS

For instance, Maxis Berhad recently
launched a new brand purpose ‘Always
be Ahead’, in line with its goal to reach
more Malaysians and achieve a higher
subscriber base. Since the Movement
Control Order first started, Maxis has
been providing solutions to customers,
offering cyber safety and virtual
learning programmes and setting up
the SME Digitalisation Grant to help the
community.
Human connection to power
brand authenticity
In times of isolation, efficient but less
human-centric strategies are seen to be
insufficient in the eyes of consumers.
As people crave for human connection,
they tend to gravitate towards brands
that elevate the customer experience
with a personal approach.
Based on the same Deloitte report
mentioned earlier, over 70 percent of
the respondents agreed that they valued
digital innovations that deepened
their connection with others during the
pandemic. Hence, brands need to
balance human need with efficiency
objectives, and not sacrifice one for
another.
This is a gap that social media
can fill. Consumers now expect direct
contact to brands through social
media platforms where content is more
personalised. Telling a compelling
brand story that aligns with the brand
purpose and values will help a brand

9

gain consumer trust. Meanwhile, regular
communication with customers will
provide brands with insight into what
their customer wants while building
strong customer relationships that
eventually will increase customer’s love
for the brand.
At the same time, purchase
behaviour is also driven by consumers’
reviews and experiences. Social
media can be a platform for customer
advocacy, where consumers are
encouraged to promote a brand’s
products and services. Seen as more
authentic than paid advertising, this
method will also help brands generate
more engagement and leads.
Aligning human values and building
authentic connections will likely bring
higher returns to brands. According to
The Human Experience: Quantifying
the Value of Human Values report by
Deloitte Digital, organisations that
focus on the human experience are
twice as likely to outperform their peers
in revenue growth over a three-year
period.
Ultimately brand success lies in
the combination of remaining agile in
an ever evolving customer landscape,
while leveraging core values in
expanding one’s digital footprint and
emphasising the human element in
order to cement trust with customers.
Applying these strategies will provide
companies the competitive edge in the
marketplace.
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LOVE MALAYSIA,
BUY MADE-IN-MALAYSIA
Stimulating domestic and global consumption of Made-in-Malaysia through
Public-Private Partnership.
“BUY MALAYSIAN FOR MALAYSIA AS THIS WILL
HELP PUT THE NATION ON TRACK TOWARDS
ECONOMIC RECOVERY POST-COVID-19”
- YAB Tan Sri Muhyiddin Yassin, Prime Minister (The Star, July 19, 2020)

T

he year 2020 has been like
no other with the pandemic
disrupting lives and livelihood.
Most of us are still navigating
through the challenges of the
new normal. In order to revive and
maintain the competitiveness of the
Malaysian economy post-COVID-19,
YAB Prime Minister Tan Sri Muhyiddin
Yassin has urged the people to “spend
for Malaysia” as spending increases the
multiplier effect on the economy, creates
job opportunities and subsequently
boosts the people’s income.
As such, the ‘Buy Malaysia’
campaign was introduced as part of
the PENJANA economic recovery plan,
with an allocation of RM20 million
intended to increase the visibility of
Malaysian products in hypermarkets and
on e-commerce platforms, and boost
the consumption of local products and
services.
Government Procurement (GP) is
an important channel of government
spending and the Malaysian
Government is expected to spend
RM322.5 billion in Budget 2021,
an increase of 8.6% compared to
Budget 2020. From this amount,
RM236.5 billion goes towards
operating expenditure, RM69 billion
for development expenditure and the
remaining RM17 billion would be used
for the COVID-19 Fund.

Although a large portion of
Government’s funding in PENJANA and
Budget 2021 is on stimulating domestic
consumption of Made-in-Malaysia
products and services, a majority of
manufacturers are largely still competing
with imported products and lack
access to sell directly to the Malaysian
Government procurement market.
The Federation of Malaysian
Manufacturers (FMM) is a firm advocate
of Buy Made-in-Malaysia by both the
public and private sector. A robust and
sustained domestic market demand
for Malaysian manufactured products
strengthens the capacity and capability
of the domestic manufacturing industry,
which in turn enhances efforts to build
brand integrity in export markets.
Acknowledging that a reform is
needed to improve the level of both the
public and private sector’s confidence
in Malaysian manufactured goods,
FMM had in 2019 initiated a two-prong
strategy as part of its efforts to boost
demand for Malaysian manufactured
goods in GP and domestic markets. The
efforts included:
1.

Engaged with the Federal
Government and State
Government through FMM
Branches and international
bodies such as the World Bank.
The engagements that took
place are as below :
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Engagements with Federal and State Government
May 23, 2019

Meeting with Ministry of Domestic Trade and Consumer Affairs (MDTCA) on the RM20 million allocated in Budget 2019 to promote
Buy Made-in-Malaysia Products

May 28, 2019

Dialogue with YB Minister of Finance on enforcing Buy Made-in-Malaysia policy in GP

July 24, 2019

Meeting with MDTCA on Made-in-Malaysia logo

July 25, 2019

Meeting with Procurement Departments of Ministry of Finance (MOF), Other Government Ministries & Agencies

February 4, 2020

World Bank Workshop on the Government Procurement System Evaluation in Malaysia Using Methodology for Assessing Procurement Systems (MAPS)

February 10, 2020

World Bank Evaluation Workshop using MAPS in Assessing Government Procurement System for Malaysia

March 3, 2020

Consultation Session with MOF and Government Agencies on FMM’s proposals on enforcing Buy Made-in-Malaysia policy

May 22, 2020

Meeting with Minister of Transport, YB Datuk Seri Wee Ka Siong on enforcing the Buy Made-in-Malaysia policy for the East Coast Rail Line
(ECRL) project and to ensure a 40% local content requirement for all inputs in the ECRL construction project

August 26, 2020

Meeting with Dato’ Seri Dr Chen Chaw Min, Secretary General, Ministry of Health (MOH) on procurement policy for Malaysian manufactured
medical devices and personal protection equipment (PPE)

August 28, 2020

MOF-MITI Workshop on Government Procurement

September 29, 2020

Discussion with MITI on the imposition of local content requirement and the issuance of certificate for companies who are eligible to fulfil certain
percentage of local content requirement before selling to the GP market

October 23, 2020

PEMUDAH TWG Contracting with the Government (TWGCG) Meeting with FMM on Proposal to Establish A Singular Legislation on
Government Procurement

October 28, 2020

Submitted to Ministry of Transport (MOT) and China Communications Construction (CCC) Sdn Bhd list of members producing ECRL construction
materials
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FMM organises ‘Love Malaysia, Buy Made-In-Malaysia’ conference to strengthen the working relationship between the private and public sector and boost procurement of local products
by Government departments.
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2.

No.

COVER STORY
• Circulated 40 pieces of
car stickers bearing FMM’s
theme ‘Love Malaysia, Buy
Made-in-Malaysia’ to 26
Ministries and the offices of
five Ministers in the Prime
Minister’s Department.

Increased public sector
awareness on the quality
of Malaysian products and
services and facilitated a better
understanding of existing
policies, directives rules and
procedures pertaining to GP as
follows:
• FMM had organised a
conference on Buy Madein-Malaysia on October
16, 2019 and achieved
an attendance of over 250
participants.
• A showcase of Buy Madein-Malaysia products and
services from six companies
and three Government
Ministries and Agencies at the
above conference.

Proposed Item

We commend the Government’s
commitment to ensuring Government
departments procure Made-in-Malaysia
products first. A significant development
is the establishment of a singular GP
legislation to house all GP related laws
and policies including the Buy-Madein-Malaysia first mandate to stimulate
the growth of local industries. FMM has
submitted a set of recommendations
to support the development of the
Malaysian GP legislation:

Recommendations

i.

1

Local content for GP

Malaysian GP to meet minimum
40% local content.
ii. Emulate current rule of origin
formula under ASEAN Trade
in Goods Agreement (ATIGA),
which takes into account ASEAN
material costs as raw materials.
The rule also requires the
following:
• Manufacturer to be registered
under the Industrial
Coordination Act (ICA).
• Carry out approved
manufacturing activities under
the ICA.

•
2

Pricing differentiation
between imported and local
goods

•

Ministry of Finance (MOF) to
apply 15%-20% Margin of
Preference in favour of Made-inMalaysia products; or
Indicate a price range for the
products as part of the tender.

3

Use the existing portal or create a
new portal that allows Government
agencies or manufacturers to access
Establish a Single Database
information from a single database on
/ Portal for GP
a company including company’s name
and specific products being produced
locally.

4

This act (proposed by MOF) is to
include all GP related laws and
policies. The enforcement of the law is
to address issues on non-compliance.
FMM advocated for the legislation to
include States and Government-Linked
Companies (GLCs)

Government Procurement
Act

13

In addition, MOF has proposed for
FMM and other relevant members from
chambers/associations, to be complaint
coordinators. Each must utilise the
template provided by MOF for wider
outreach.
FMM firmly believes that GP
plays a crucial role as a catalyst for
economic and social development
and our collaborative efforts with the
Government and businesses will help
ensure economic revival during this
critical juncture.
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STAYING INNOVATIVE
WITH THE USE OF IP
MANUFACTURERS CAN STAY INNOVATIVE WITH THE
RIGHT INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY TOOLS

W

ith the competitive nature
of manufacturing, today’s
latest technology would
need to evolve to tomorrow’s
future technology,
therefore remaining innovative is
vital. Intellectual Property (IP) is the
product of original ideas including new
technology inventions, brand names
or new manufacturing processes,
which are protected by rights including
patents, industrial design, copyright and
trademarks.
For most manufacturers, IP has
multiple benefits. Not only does it allow
manufacturers to successfully create
and market products, but it protects
the integrity of their brand by ensuring
competitors cannot infringe on their brand
or damage their name.
The IP Registration system in Malaysia
is administered by the Intellectual Property
Corporation of Malaysia (MyIPO), an
agency under the Ministry of Domestic
Trade and Consumer Affairs. Malaysia
is a member of the World Intellectual
Property Organisation (WIPO) and a
signatory to numerous international
agreements relating to IP such as the
Paris Convention, Trade-Related Aspects
of Intellectual Property Rights (TRIPS)
Agreement and Berne Convention.

C

M

Y
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MY

information more efficiently to the public
through social media.

In carrying out its function and
responsibilities, MyIPO has since
introduced the Trademarks Act 2019 and
several other programmes to assist the
business community. It hopes businesses
will utilise their intellectual property to its
utmost potential as a business tool or asset
that could keep one’s business competitive
and sustainable.

MYMARK is a collaborative
programme between MYNIC Berhad and
MyIPO that enables trademark owners
to secure their digital branding from
unauthorised use and cybersquatting.
MYMARK allows an applicant for
registration of trademark or registered
proprietor of trademark, to register
up to five .MY domain names such as
“.com.my”, “.my”, and “.org.my”. With
MYMARK, the applicant for registration
of trademark or registered proprietor of
trademark will be able to protect their
digital brand from cybersquatters. Such
disputes are estimated to cost at least
RM2,500 just to get a single case heard
by a panel in a domain name dispute
resolution situation. More information on
MYMARK is available at www.mymark.
ichoose.my.

Further to the above, MyIPO has also
undertaken other endeavours in promoting
intellectual property rights to the public.
More specifically, MyIPO has launched
two initiatives to help entrepreneurs
namely, MyMARK which helps businesses
who have a valid trademark registration
secure their domain name and
MyIPOutreach aimed at disseminating

MyIPO is also ramping up its online
presence through the use of social media.
Recently, MyIPO launched a Facebook
page called MyIPOutreach which is
aimed to deliver information regarding
IP in easy to understand and bite-sized
content. MyIPOutreach is a platform for
MyIPO to disseminate information and
to educate the public on the importance

of IP protection. The page touches on
IP registration procedures and how a
company can secure IP rights, among
other things.

REACHING OUT TO MYIPO

MyIPO maintains several social
media accounts aimed at
increasing its engagement with
the public. These social media
outlets also provide the public
with quick access to reach
MyIPO if they require additional
information.
•
•
•
•
•

www.myipo.gov.my
www.facebook.com/
ipmalaysia
https://twitter.com/myipo
https://www.instagram.
com/myipo/
https://www.youtube.com/
user/ipmalaysia
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TRADEMARK
PROTECTION
BEYOND BORDERS

THE RIGHT FILING STRATEGY CAN ENSURE
EFFECTIVE BRAND PROTECTION
AROUND THE WORLD.
By Jyeshta Mahendran
Member of FMM Branding and Intellectual Property Committee

I

n today’s digital age, traditional
borders and boundaries are no
longer relevant as businesses have
become global. The internet has
created opportunities for companies
to trade beyond borders in order to
remain competitive. The COVID-19
pandemic and lockdowns around
the world have made it even more
imperative for businesses to conduct
online trade for increased sustainability.
With the availability of cross-border
e-commerce platforms, many homebred
Malaysian brands have found it easier
to penetrate overseas markets. Just as
businesses have expanded beyond
geographical borders, securing
intellectual property protection beyond
Malaysian territory has also become
equally important. As trademark rights
are territorial in nature, it becomes
imperative for businesses to secure
protection of their trademarks in each
country of interest well before their
products reach international shores.
Identifying the right brand protection
and filing strategy is essential in
ensuring comprehensive and cost
effective protection around the world.
There are various ways of securing
trademark protection outside Malaysia.
One way of seeking protection is by
filing national applications in each
country of interest. This would involve
engaging a local trademark agent
in each country in which trademark
registration is required. The agent will
be able to assist in the filing process
including meeting all the individual
countries legal, formality and regulatory
requirements. Such requirements
vary from country to country. Filling
national registrations can also be
more expensive, time consuming
and administratively challenging as

protection has to be sought separately
in each country.
There are also various ways of
securing protection of trademarks
regionally. This includes using the
European Union Trademark (EUTM)
system which currently covers 28
countries in Europe by filing one
application. The EUTM application
is a faster alternative for securing
registration regionally compared to a
national filing in each member country
in Europe. The EUTM can have its
disadvantages as registration is granted
across a specified number of countries
wherein it is not possible to individually
select specific countries within the
region. Further, an objection in one of
the countries within the EUTM region
could affect rights due to the oppositionbased nature of the EUTM system. In the
event an application is refused pursuant
to the laws of one member country, the
entire EUTM can be refused and has to
be converted to national applications
in each of the other countries where the
application has been accepted which
can result in additional cost.
Filing an application via the Madrid
Protocol can be a viable alternative
for brand owners seeking to protect
their brands internationally. Malaysia
implemented the Madrid Protocol on
December 27, 2019 which allows
Malaysian businesses to register and
manage their trademarks in 123
countries which are members of the
Madrid Protocol.
The Madrid Protocol system is
essentially an international filing system
which enables trademark owners to seek
protection of his or her trademark in any
or all member countries of the Madrid
Protocol simultaneously. Currently

”The Madrid
Protocol is a
centralised
solution for brand
owners who wish
to protect their
trademarks in
multiple
countries in a
cost-effective
way.”
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there are more than 120 member
countries in the Madrid Protocol. With
the introduction of this international
filing system via the Madrid Protocol,
trademark owners in Malaysia will only
need to file one single base application
in Malaysia via one set of fees and
in one language, which will allow
them to extend the protection of their
marks to selected member countries
around the world. The handling of
the Madrid Protocol application will
be carried out through the Malaysian
Intellectual Property Office, reducing
the need for multiple local trademark
counsels or agents in the countries of
interest or even the need to comply
with diverse country-specific filing and
procedural requirements, thus reducing
administrative requirements.

BRANDING SPECIAL

One of the significant advantages of
the Madrid Protocol system is in the cost
savings that is enjoyed when filing in
multiple countries. The centralised filing
system as opposed to filing in individual
countries can reduce the filing cost by
20% to 40% and the cost saving is even
more apparent when more countries are
designated. Brand owners can also take
advantage of ‘subsequent designations’
whereby additional countries (which
were not of interest at the time of the
application) can be added on to the
international trademark registration.
It is also important to note that under
the Madrid system, the fate of an
application in any one of the countries
designated will not affect the registration
in the rest of the countries designated.
However, the international registration
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is dependent on the Malaysian base
application or registration which could
be subject to central attacks if the
Malaysian application or registration is
objected to or withdrawn in the first five
years from the date of the international
registration.
The Madrid Protocol, in short, is
a centralised one-stop solution for
brand owners who wish to protect their
trademarks in multiple member countries
in a more cost-effective way. Nearly
one year on since Malaysia’s accession
to the Madrid Protocol system, filing
statistics seems to suggest a keen interest
by local and foreign brand owners in
taking advantage of the Madrid Protocol
filing system in securing trademark
protection beyond its borders.
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BRAND PROTECTION AND BUSINESS INTEGRITY

THROUGH GS1 STANDARDS

GS1 Standards help ensure brand protection and business integrity.

G

S1 Malaysia Berhad is
a member of GS1, a nonprofit global supply chain
standards organisation since
1988. Representing over
7,000 member companies from
retail, marketplaces, healthcare,
consumer packaged goods (CPG),
apparel, fresh goods, transport
and logistics and technical
industries, GS1 Malaysia aims to
promote and encourage the development
and implementation of global standards
and solutions in Malaysia, which offer
a common foundation for business
by uniquely identifying, accurately
capturing and automatically sharing vital

information about products, locations
and assets. It also enables visibility
through the exchange of authentic data
and empowering business to grow and
improve efficiency, safety, security and
sustainability.
Using GS1 Standards and a sound
data governance process from
the start, manufacturers and retailers
can provide accurate, consistent
and validated product data/identity,
making the supply chain more efficient
and secure, and ensuring all parties
that require product data will have the
confidence that the data is accurate and
trusted.

In this digital era, the current moment
is owned by the Millennials and Gen
Z. It is the coming of age of the world’s
big spenders, accounting for nearly
32% of the world’s population
(2019, Futerra) who demand accuracy
and timeliness of trusted product
data in order to make purchasing
decisions. It is therefore important
to meet the customers’ needs for the
right trusted product information
at the right time in the crowded
marketplace, regardless of whether the
item is purchased onsite or online. This is
especially relevant in reducing the impact
of unauthorised barcode numbers
and counterfeit goods.

Step by Step towards Optimising Brand Protection through trusted Supply Chain Information
using GS1 Standards
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CERTIFIED GREEN
Earning a third-party certification cultivates a strong green brand image.

A

s environmental sustainability
becomes more important
in the minds of consumers,
manufacturers all over the world
including Malaysia are seeing
the need to produce environmentally
responsible products.

registered with the Intellectual Property
Corporation of Malaysia (MyIPO)
and managed by Malaysian Green
Technology and Climate Change Centre
(MGTC) or GreenTech Malaysia, serves
to consolidate regional and international
green certifications.

Contributing over 20 percent to the
nation’s Gross Domestic Product, the
manufacturing sector is a key driver
in achieving green and responsible
consumption and production. Earning
a third-party certification is a genuine
and legitimate route for companies to
cultivate a strong green brand image
that showcases their commitment to
environmental sustainability.

Going green does not only help
the environment, but also allows
manufacturers to improve their brand
perception which will in turn boost
their customer loyalty, sales and brand
recognition.

Endorsed by the Ministry of
Environment and Water, MyHIJAU is
Malaysia’s official green recognition
scheme to promote the sourcing and
purchasing of green products and
services in Malaysia. MyHIJAU, which is

Companies that are planning to
begin their certification journey need
to adopt environmental best practices
and greener manufacturing processes
such as reducing energy, water and raw
material consumption while minimising
air pollution, solid waste and wastewater
generation.
MyHIJAU currently recognises:
a.

Any certification schemes of
ISO 14024 Type I Eco Labels,
including:
• SIRIM Eco Labelling Scheme
• Any other certification schemes
registered with Global
Ecolabelling Network (GEN)

b.

Any certification schemes of
ISO 14025 Type III Eco Labels,
including:
• SIRIM Carbon Footprint
Labelling Scheme

Earning the green stamp of
approval
The first step to earning the
MyHIJAU Mark is to gain a green label
certification. Green certifications provide
assurance to consumers that companies
can deliver on their promise of following
sustainable business practices.
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• Any other certification
schemes that comply with this
international standard.
c.

Other ISO 14024 Type I - like
Voluntary Sustainable Scheme
(VSS) including:
• Energy efficiency certification
schemes such as Energy
Efficiency Rating and Labelling
Scheme by the Energy
Commission
• Water efficiency certification
schemes such as Water
Efficient Products Labelling
Scheme by the National
Water Services Commission

(SPAN)
• Sustainable timber certification
schemes such as Malaysian
Timber Certification Scheme
(MTCS)
d.

Any Performance Standard
Compliance for the following
products, including:
• Solar Photovoltaic Panels
• Wind Turbines
• Heat Pumps (Air Source and
Ground Source)
• Micro Combined Heat and
Power (CHP) Systems
• Electric Vehicles
• Insulation Materials

Why the MyHIJAU mark is good
for brands
The MyHIJAU mark lends credibility
in the eyes of consumers and opens up
new business opportunities for brands.
In Budget 2021, the Government
proposed an allocation of RM2 billion to
continue the Green Technology Financing
Scheme, which would encourage the
private sector, mainly the manufacturing
and services industry, to participate in
green technology.
The MyHIJAU mark is also a
prerequisite for companies to apply for

Infographics source: https://www.myhijau.my/
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the Government Green Procurement
(GGP), which involves the acquisition
of products and services that follow
environmental standards.
MyHIJAU members have access
to the MyHIJAU directory, an online
platform for businesses to promote
their green products and services to
new markets. Joining the directory also
provides companies access to a widerange of business incentives such as the
Green Investment Tax Allowance (GITA).
Companies with the MyHIJAU mark
will be able to receive a GITA of 100
percent qualifying capital expenditure
incurred on approved green technology
assets.
In efforts to help more small and midtier businesses go green, the MyHIJAU
SME and Entrepreneur Development
Programme provides capacity-building,
training and coaching to enable small
and medium enterprises (SMEs) obtain
green label verifications and adopt green
practices in their operations.
Brands succeeding in the green
game
By 2030, the Green Technology
Master Plan Malaysia aims to double the

SUSTAINABILITY
number of registered products and services
under MyHIJAU to 10,000. To-date, there
are a number of Malaysian brands who
have received the MyHIJAU certification
and gone on to achieve great success.
Headquartered in Sweden, Atlas
Copco Malaysia is the first compressor
manufacturer in the country to be awarded
with MyHIJAU for its GA7-110VSD+ Oilinjected rotary screw compressor.
The MyHIJAU certification is a
testament that the equipment and systems
used by the manufacturer help to conserve
the natural environment and resources.
This results in an average of 50 percent
energy savings, even in the harshest
operational conditions and an average
cut of 37 percent in the life cycle cost of a
compressor.
The product also has a high efficiency
frequency inverter, with no wasted idling
times or blow-off losses during operation.
Atlas Copco received the Red Dot
Design Award in 2017 for its 8-series
portable compressor range as well as
the HiLight H5+ LED light tower. Among
the winning criteria were innovation,
formal quality, functionality and ecological
compatibility.
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Meanwhile BIO ENECO, a
Malaysian biomass fuel energy producer,
received the MyHIJAU mark for its
products ranging from wood chips to
palm kernel shells. Its wood chips are
all sustainably sourced and certified by
the Programme of Endorsement of Forest
Certification (PEFC).
The company has a team to monitor
the updates of global policies on carbon
emission and environmental regulations.
Its products are regularly sent to
independent certification bodies for
quality control and assurance, to ensure
they are viable for continuous exports.
BIO ENECO has been selected as the
first and only product under the category
of alternative fuel listed in the MyHIJAU
Directory.
In short, the adoption of innovation
and green technologies will help
companies to thrive in an increasingly
environmentally-conscious market.
Certifications such as MyHIJAU is the
best way for companies to show that they
have undergone a third-party verification
process for their sustainability efforts,
enabling them to better market the green
attributes of their products and services.
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ESTABLISHMENT OF ASEAN
MANUFACTURING NETWORK (AMN)

T

he COVID-19 pandemic served
as a wake-up call on the need
for greater integration within
ASEAN. It forced countries within
the region to look at near-shore
options to shorten supply chains and
increase proximity to customers. ASEAN
as a competitive economic grouping
should take advantage of this to distribute
production nodes according to cost, skill
and competitiveness across ASEAN.
During the Special ASEAN Summit on
COVID-19 held on April 14, 2020,
Prime Minister of Malaysia, YAB Tan Sri
Dato’ Haji Muhyiddin Yassin called for
the stabilisation of manufacturing and

supply of essential goods and services,
and proposed that ASEAN formulate an
economic recovery plan post COVID-19.
Based on the EU-ASEAN Business
Council (EU-ABC) 6th Business Sentiment
Survey (2020), respondents are looking
at sourcing more from suppliers within
the ASEAN region post-pandemic, while
also considering Europe and China.
ASEAN faces stiff competition unless it
speeds up regional economic integration,
removes intra-ASEAN barriers to trade
and investment, and makes itself the main
region for post-pandemic supply chain
redistribution.

In response to this, the Federation of
Malaysian Manufacturers (FMM) has
established the ASEAN Manufacturing
Network (AMN) to serve as a networking
platform for manufacturing and trade
related associations in ASEAN to
collaborate and restructure regional
production networks.
The ASEAN Manufacturing Network
comprises of President/Chairman
of a manufacturing related national
organisation from each ASEAN member
state as follows:

Vietnam - Vietnam Chamber of
Commerce and Industry (VCCI)
Myanmar - Myanmar
Industries Association
(MIA)

Laos – Lao National
Chamber of Commerce
and Industry (LNCCI)

Thailand - Federation of
Thai Industries (FTI)

Philippines - Philippine Chamber
of Commerce and Industry (PCCI)

Cambodia - Cambodia
Chamber of Commerce (CCC)

Brunei - National Chamber of Commerce
and Industry Brunei Darussalam (NCCIBD)

Malaysia - Federation of
Malaysian Manufacturers
(FMM)

Indonesia – Indonesian
Chamber of Commerce
and Industry (KADIN)
Singapore - Singapore
Manufacturing
Federation (SMF)

The objectives of AMN are as
follows:

boost intra-regional trade and
investments.
c.

a.

Serves as a platform to promote
cooperation and coordination
among manufacturing related
associations in ASEAN.

b.

Advocate and represent the
interest of the manufacturing
industry in ASEAN at regional and
international forums.

d.

Formulate and develop
recommendations on measures
to ensure sustainable supply of
manufactured goods to be made
available at national and regional
levels.

Initiate, communicate and
collaborate on programmes, plans
and projects to restructure regional
production networks in order to

e.

Promote closer relations
and cooperation between
manufacturers in the region with
other regional and international
organisations with similar aims
and objectives

To launch the platform the inaugural
meeting of AMN was held virtually
on November 5, 2020 and hosted by
FMM. FMM President, Tan Sri Dato’ Soh
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1st Meeting of ASEAN Manufacturing Network via a virtual platform

Thian Lai was appointed as the Pro-Tem
Chairman of the AMN and supported
by FMM as the Secretariat for the year
2021. Three Working Groups will be
established under AMN as follows:

a.
b.
c.

ASEAN Smart Manufacturing and
IR4.0
ASEAN Future Skills
Intra-ASEAN Investment

AMN shall submit its
recommendations and proposals for the
consideration of ASEAN Governments
through ASEAN Business Advisory
Council (ASEAN-BAC).
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BUILD YOUR BRAND
ON SAFETY AND HEALTH
THE IMPORTANCE OF OSH IN BUILDING
COMPANY AND PRODUCT REPUTATION

B

ased on official
statistics released by
the Department of
Occupational Safety and
Health (DOSH) in 2019,
there are 40,811 cases
of occupational accidents
requiring more than
four days of sick leave,
nationwide. Of these, 578
were fatal accidents. During
the same period, DOSH
received 9,860 reports of
occupational disease cases
involving workers.
REDUCTION OF
THE NATIONAL
OCCUPATIONAL
ACCIDENT RATE
Occupational accident
rates and occupational
fatality rates reported in
2019 showed a significant
decrease when compared
to similar indicators over the
last 15 years. The accident
rate in 2019 was 2.71 per
1,000 workers or 53.6
percent lower compared to
the same indicator in 2004
which saw 5.84 accidents
per 1,000 employees. On
the other hand, the rate of
occupational fatality showed
a decrease of 46.6 percent
in 2019 compared to 2004,
with a rate of 3.83 deaths
per 100,000 workers in
2019 compared to 7.17
deaths in the year 2004.
2019 statistics also
showed that there is a
large difference between
occupational accident rates
and fatality rates in the
country, and these figures
differ vastly for each industry.
The manufacturing sector
has the highest accident

Figure 1: Malaysia Occupational Accident and Fatality Rate 2004 – 2019
rate at 4.74 accidents per
1,000 workers, while the
construction sector has the
highest fatality rate at 11.28
fatalities per 100,000
workers.
NATIONAL AND
INTERNATIONAL

BENCHMARKING
FOR OCCUPATIONAL
ACCIDENTS
Data from 2019 shows
the Federal Territory of Kuala
Lumpur having the highest
accident rate of 4.25 per
1,000 workers while the

state of Sabah recorded the
lowest occupational accident
rate at 0.66 per 1,000
workers.
For the same year, Perak
recorded the highest fatal
accident rate of 6.61 per
100,000 workers while the
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Figure 5: Comparison of Occupational Accident Rates 2019 by State
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and various RM1 to RM3
uninsured costs.
If an accident and
occupational illness occurs,
the costs that are not
usually covered by the
insurer include raw material
damage, delays and
disruption of production,
investigation and legal action
either criminal or civil, as
well as additional labour
costs to restore processes or
services back to normal.

Figure 6: Benchmarking of Occupational Accident and Fatality Rates with Selected Countries
Federal Territory of Labuan
recorded the lowest fatal
accident rate with zero cases
reported.
International
benchmarking shows that
the rate of occupational
accidents in Malaysia is
lower than the rates reported
in Singapore, South Korea
and the United States.
However, the fatality rate
of national occupational
accidents in 2019 is 11.3
times higher compared to the
same indicator for the United

Kingdom, 3.5 times higher
compared to Singapore and
2.4 times higher compared to
Japan. This means that workers
in this country have a higher
probability of being involved in
fatal accidents at work than the
three countries mentioned.
IMPLICATIONS OF
OCCUPATIONAL
ACCIDENTS AND
DISEASES
The overall cost of
accidents and occupational

diseases is much higher than
what most people think.
The International Labor
Organization (ILO) estimates
that every year countries
around the world lose about
4% of GDP to occupational
related accidents and
diseases.
The Iceberg Theory states
that for every RM1 lost to
occupational accidents and
diseases, while insured
by the employer, there is
RM5 to RM50 ledger cost

For example, in 2019
DOSH handled 421 litigation
cases and issued 1,481
compounds to offenders
under the provisions of the
Occupational Safety and
Health Act 1994 and the
Factories and Machinery
Act 1967. During the same
period 43,760 instruction
letters and 26,980 notices
including 12,301 stop work
orders were issued.
In addition, employees’
morale and organisational
image may also be
affected in the event of an
occupational accident or
diseases. The viral postings
on social media may worsen
the situation by causing a
local case to receive global
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Figure 7: Accident Cost Iceberg Theory
attention. This may cost
a company a significant
amount of time and money to
recover.
THE IMPORTANCE OF
OSH TO BUSINESS
Occupational safety and
health (OSH) is a social
and legal obligation for a
business entity. Strong OSH
management can reduce
the occurrence and prevent
occupational accidents
and diseases. This will
directly uplift and preserve
the corporate image of an

organisation, and improve
business sustainability.

products or services
iii. Assist in maximising
employee productivity
iv. Increase employee
commitment to the
organisation
v. Produce more competent
and healthy employees
vi. Reduce costs and
disruptions to the
business
vii. Enabling companies to
meet OSH expectations
among customers
viii. Increase employee
loyalty to an
organisation.

According to the
European Agency for
Safety and Health at Work,
among the benefits of good
OSH management in the
workplace include:
i. Able to show that
the business entity is
serious in performing
its social responsibilities
especially towards
employees
ii. Help preserve and
enhance the image and
brand of a company’s

Investor
confidence
Lower costs of
accidents and
illness

Brand value and
goodwill

Winning and
retaining business
customers
Corporate social
responsibility

Benefits of
good OSH

Managed
insurance costs

Productivity

Employee
motivation and
commitment

Figure 8: Benefits of Good OSH
(Source: European Agency for Safety and Health at Work)

STRATEGIC PLANNING
TO IMPROVE THE
LEVEL OF NATIONAL
OCCUPATIONAL SAFETY
AND HEALTH
Malaysia has taken several
important strategic steps
in its efforts to improve the
level of the National OSH.
One of the key initiatives
towards achieving this goal
is to ratify the ILO C187
Convention: Promotional
Framework for Occupational
Safety and Health.
There are three important
elements that need to be met
by a country that pledges
to ratify the ILO C187
Convention:
i. Establish a National
Occupational Safety
and Health policy
ii. Make an analysis of the
National OSH profile
iii. Implement the National
OSH Program
In principle, Malaysia has
met all three requirements.
The National Occupational
Safety and Health policy
was officially passed on
January 15, 2019. In
addition, the National OSH
profile review is held every
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Figure 9: Strategic Implementation of OSH in Malaysia

Figure 10: Goals and Strategies of the National OSH Strategic Plan

five years. The last time this
profile was evaluated in
2016 and it is scheduled
to be conducted again in
2021. In the context of the
OSH program, the country
has held a National OSH
Strategic Plan since 2010
and it continues to this day.
Subsequently, the country is
expected to implement the
OSH Master Plan 2021 to
2025 (OSHMP 2025) which
emphasises the aspects of
inclusivity, togetherness
and commitment to further
improve and elevate the
National OSH.

In the national annual
budget, a number of
allocations are allocated
through DOSH to increase
the level of National OSH.
Among the indicators of
National OSH performance
set in the National Outcome
Based Budget 2021 include
to achieve a reduction in
the rate of occupational
accidents and fatality,
increase the level of
OSH management in the
workplace, and increase the
number of OSH competent
person, to help employers
to meet basic OSH legal
requirements.

CONCLUSION
Every business entity can
expect significant results
by making investments to
increase the level of OSH in
their respective workplaces.
OSH improvement measures
are expected to help
increase competitiveness,
organisational profitability
and employee motivation.
The Government, employers,
workers and OSH
practitioners in the country
should work together to
continue and intensify
initiatives to improve the

level of OSH in the country
to ensure a safe, healthy,
conducive and productive
work environment.

This article was written and
prepared by,
Ir Dr Majahar Abd Rahman,
Siti Mariam Samat,
Muhammad Shah Ab Rahim
Policy, International and Research
Development Division
Department of Occupational
Safety and Health Malaysia
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WELCOME TO FMM
The Federation of Malaysian Manufacturers (FMM) thrives on the active participation of its
members. The involvement of our members and their staff is essential to the long-term growth of
the manufacturing sector and to the primary role of the Federation.
It is with great pride and honour for FMM to welcome 61 Ordinary Members and 22 Affiliate
Members that joined the Federation from October 2020 to December 2020.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
Ordinary Membership
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Able Dairies Sdn Bhd
Advance Vi Tech (Malaysia) Sdn Bhd
Allied Hori Sdn Bhd
Artwood Furniture (M) Sdn Bhd
Asteel (Sarawak) Sdn Bhd
Bismaraya Sdn Bhd
Borneo Natural Coconut Oil Sdn Bhd
C L Pile Sdn Bhd
Cascadian Asphalt Industries Sdn Bhd
Chemetal (Malaysia) Sdn Bhd
Chin Tech EC Sdn Bhd
Classic Door & Frame Sdn Bhd
Crecom Burj Group Sdn Bhd
Crystal Dignity (M) Sdn Bhd
Eonlipids Sdn Bhd
Eson Batupahat Precision Engineering
Sdn Bhd
Esram Metals (M) Sdn Bhd
ETH Holdings Sdn Bhd
FLE (M) Sdn Bhd
Foregain Systems Sdn Bhd
Goco Industries Sdn Bhd
Goldirex Sdn Bhd
Gorin Technical Industry (Malaysia)
Sdn Bhd

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Greenheart Global Sdn Bhd
Hikvision (Malaysia) Sdn Bhd
I B S Plastic Manufacturers Sdn Bhd
Industrial Polymer Sdn Bhd
IPE Switchboard Engineering Sdn Bhd
Item Industrial Engineering Sdn Bhd
JI Engineering Sdn Bhd
Jowat Manufacturing (SEA) Sdn Bhd
Kamco Aluminium Sdn Bhd
Koa Denko (Malaysia) Sdn Bhd
Major Interest Sdn Bhd
Maxmaster Industry Sdn Bhd
Medan Galaksi Sdn Bhd
Nettco Steel Sdn Bhd
Nutrifres Food & Beverages
Industries Sdn Bhd
Polytec Laminates Sdn Bhd
Rinnai Manufacturing Malaysia
Sdn Bhd
Rubysteel Kitchen Industry (M) Sdn Bhd
Sin Ter May Sdn Bhd
Siti Khadijah Dagang Sdn Bhd
Skilltrim Industries Sdn Bhd
Starken AAC Sdn Bhd
Sternmaid Asia Pacific Sdn Bhd
Stresscon Industries Sdn Bhd
Super Press Printing Sdn Bhd

Suwi Composites Sdn Bhd
Sweet Trong (M) Sdn Bhd
Takahata Precision Moulding Sdn Bhd
Telford Service Sdn Bhd
Three Cast (Malaysia) Sdn Bhd
Topflow Engineering Sdn Bhd
Tremco CPG Malaysia Sdn Bhd
True Colour Painting Solutions Sdn Bhd
Van Leeuwen Tube (Malaysia) Sdn Bhd
Venture Electronics Services
(Malaysia) Sdn Bhd
Wistron Technology (Malaysia) Sdn Bhd
Yi-Lai Industry Berhad
Zhen Penn Sdn Bhd

Affiliate Membership
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Acumen Scientific Sdn Bhd
B2BE Malaysia Sdn Bhd
Biforst Logistics Sdn Bhd
Chiang Jiang Aluminium Sdn Bhd
DP Globalinfo Sdn Bhd
Enza Zaden Asia Sdn Bhd
Ethics PMS Sdn Bhd
Filta Safety (Malaysia) Sdn Bhd
Gas Malaysia Energy and Services
Sdn Bhd
Gurkhas Group (G3S) Facility
Management (Malaysia) Sdn Bhd
HST Resources Sdn Bhd
Kargoya Sdn Bhd
LE Global Services Sdn Bhd
Min Soon Transport Company Sdn Bhd
MLG Design & Construction Sdn Bhd
Ocean Key Management Sdn Bhd
Petrolife Aero Sdn Bhd
Radius Fuel Cards Sdn Bhd
Sunsuria Berhad
Syarikat Logistik Petikemas Sdn Bhd
TT dotCom Sdn Bhd
Vitahealth Malaysia Sdn Bhd
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Facing a dilemma with your employees? The Federation of Malaysian Manufacturers
answers your Human Resource and Industrial Relations questions here!
What compensation will I receive if I
win my case at the Industrial Court for
wrongful dismissal?

Q1.

Usually, the Industrial Court will
A1. award backwages (capped at
24 months of the last drawn salary for
confirmed employees, and 12 months for
probationers) and reinstatement. In the
event reinstatement is not possible (which
is usually the case since the employeremployee relationship may have broken
down by the time the matter goes to
trial), the Industrial Court may also award
compensation in lieu of reinstatement
equivalent to one month’s salary for
every year of service. This sum is still
subject to reduction at the discretion of
the Court, depending on the circumstances
surrounding the case such as the
employee’s conduct and whether they are
already gainfully employed.
Puan Maimunah is a Manager at ABC
Sdn Bhd, earning RM10,000.00 per
month. The company has persuaded her to take
40 days instead of 60 days of maternity leave and
promised to pay her an additional RM 6,000.00. Is
the company committing an offence?

Q2.

44A of the Employment Act
A2. Section
1955 (EA) states that the provisions
in the EA on maternity protection are
applicable to every female employee,
irrespective of her wages. Section 43 of
the EA states that any condition whereby
a female employee relinquishes her right
is void. Therefore, the company would be
committing an offence if it does not give
Puan Maimunah her 60 days.

Q3.

What types of cases are heard by the
Industrial Court?

The types of cases which are heard
by the Industrial Court are as
follows:

A3.

i. Dismissal of workmen which have
been referred to the Industrial Court
by the Honourable Minister of Human
Resources.
ii. Trade disputes between employers /
trade union of employers and trade
union of workmen which have been
referred to the Industrial Court by
the Honourable Minister of Human
Resources.
iii. Applications by any party bound by an
Award or collective agreement for the
interpretation/amendment/variation
thereof.
iv. Applications by any party bound by
an Award to refer to the High Court
questions of law.
v. Complaints of non-compliance of an
Award or collective agreement.
vi. Cases of victimisation in connection
with trade union activities.
The Company had issued a charge sheet
to an employee with three charges of
misconduct and was told to attend a domestic
inquiry in two days to answer the charges made
against him. Can the company issue a fresh charge
sheet with additional charges and re-issue the notice
of domestic inquiry?

Q4.

The company can put up additional
charges or amend the current
charges against the accused before the

A4.
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commencement of the domestic inquiry.
However the employee must be given
more time for him to prepare his defence
for the new charges made against him.
As such I suggest that you postpone the
domestic inquiry by three or four days so
that he cannot complain that he had not
been given sufficient time to study the new
charges and prepare his defence.
One of our employees resigned without
giving us the stipulated one month’s notice
of resignation. We are holding his balance of
wages to offset his indemnity in lieu of notice due
to the company. Do we have to contribute EPF and
SOCSO for his balance of salary which had been
used to offset his indemnity due to the company?

Q5.

Yes, the company will have to
contribute to EPF and SOCSO for his
balance of wages.

A5.

If we have a situation where we have
been instructed by MOH to shut down
our factory for a few days for sanitisation due to
COVID-19 cases, can we ask the employees to
apply for annual leave or unpaid leave during the
plant shutdown?

Q6.

The company cannot force the
employees to take annual leave
or unpaid leave due to the closure of your
plant for sanitisation.

A6.

My company is setting up a new company
and would like to transfer five of our
permanent staff, from the old company, to the new
company. I will obtain the staff’s consent. All their
benefits will remain unchanged after the transfer.

Q7.

What is the process to transfer them to the new
company? What documents do I need to issue
besides a new offer letter?
If you want to transfer the
employees to a new company, it
can only be done with the agreement of
the employees.

A7.

If it is a transfer, you just need to give
them a transfer letter and inform them
that with the transfer, all their terms and
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conditions will remain the same and their
years of service will also be transferred to
the new company. Get them to sign that
they agree and accept the transfer to the
new company.
Since it is a transfer, the company cannot
ask them to resign and accept a new
job with the new company. If you do
that, they can claim unfair dismissal or
retrenchment benefits from your company.
The management would like to terminate
our telephone operator cum receptionist.
The decision was taken during the CMCO period
after observing that the company no longer receives
visitors due to the COVID-19 restrictions, while the
number of daily calls received by the receptionist
have also dropped.

Q8.

In addition, this staff is frequently on leave and
hence she is not an actively contributing part of our
workforce.
She joined the company in May 2019. We will
compensate her fairly according to the retrenchment
or termination laws. Is this acceptable?
You have to decide on the real
reasons for her termination. Is it
because she is always on sick leave or is
she redundant because of the CMCO? If
she is genuinely sick, it would not be a
good reason for her termination. However
if she is redundant, you may retrench her
due to the redundancy.

A8.

If she were to challenge her retrenchment,
it is for the company to justify that due
to the restructuring of the company, her
position is redundant and as such, the
company had no choice but to retrench her
with payment of retrenchment benefits.
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FMM 52ND ANNUAL
GENERAL MEETING

The AGM saw the election of council members and highlighted key achievements for the year.

T

he Federation of Malaysian
Manufacturers (FMM) held its
52nd Annual General Meeting
(AGM) on November 26, 2020,
which was also its first virtual
AGM, at FMM Conference Room,
Wisma FMM, Bandar Sri Damansara,
Kuala Lumpur.
FMM President, Tan Sri Dato’ Soh
Thian Lai, in his address, highlighted key
activities for the year namely:
FMM’s Efforts and Activities during
the MCO and CMCO period from
March to June 2020
1. In March 2020, prompted by a
rapid increase of COVID-19 cases in
the country, the Malaysian Government

issued the Movement Control Order
(MCO) effective March 18 to May
3, 2020 and Conditional Movement
Control Order (CMCO) from May 4
to June 9, 2020, nationwide. During
this period, as the voice of the industry,
FMM’s top priority was to provide
the best support to the manufacturing
industry while observing work-from-home.
The Federation carried out the following
activities:
i.

ii.

FMM was invited by the Prime
Minister’s Office on March 25,
2020 to present proposals to the
Prime Minister on the Economic
Stimulus Packages.
FMM assisted members on
obtaining approvals from MITI to
continue their factory operations.

FMM also worked closely with
MITI to identify businesses that
were producing essential goods
as allowed by the National
Security Council, to enable them
to continue operating.
iii. FMM met with several Ministries
and Government agencies
to provide feedback and
recommendations on issues
and challenges surrounding the
COVID-19 outbreak and postMCO recovery plan.
iv. FMM provided members
with numerous Advisories
and Circulars to update and
guide members on the latest
Government Standard Operating
Procedures (SOP), measures and
initiatives.
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v.

FMM submitted to the
Government its proposals for
the Economic Stimulus Package
2020 and appealed for further
relaxation of conditions on
several initiatives introduced in
the Prihatin Rakyat Economic
Stimulus Package. FMM also
provided views and proposals
on a recovery and mitigation
plan against COVID-19.
vi. Notable achievements during
the MCO include obtaining
exemption on import duty and
sales tax for face masks, import
and excise duties exemption for
hand sanitiser manufacturers,
convincing Port Klang, Johor,
Penang and Sabah ports to
waive storage charges and
remove charges for non-essential
cargo, waiver of penalty on
late submission of returns and
full remittance of penalties for
payments made by June 30,
2020.
vii. FMM had 23 meetings with
Ministries and Agencies; issued
32 FMM Members’ Advisory,
seven FMM Circulars and 12
FMM Press Statement; sent 22
Letters to the Government on
FMM’s views; addressed eight
major MCO-related issues with
Ministry of Human Resources
(MOHR), Ministry of Transport
(MOT) and Ministry of Finance
(MOF); conducted six surveys;
responded to 22 media
queries; provided five feedback
documents to Government
agencies.
viii. FMM donated RM49,840 worth
of electrical goods to Hospital
Sg. Buloh; 50,000 gloves to
the State Disaster Management
Committee of Sarawak; face
masks to Menteri Besar Negeri
Sembilan, Chief Police Officer
of Negeri Sembilan, Seremban
Health District Office, Klinik
Kesihatan Seremban and
facilitated members’ donations
to frontliners in appreciation of
their efforts in combating the
COVID-19 pandemic.
Mitigating Challenges and
Boosting the Economy
1. In August 2020, FMM appealed

AGM

to the Prime Minister to extend the
loan moratorium and Wage Subsidy
Programme until December 2020.
On September 23, 2020, Prime
Minister announced that under the
Prihatin Supplementary Initiative Package
(Kita Prihatin), the Government extended
the Wage Subsidy Programme until
December with additional allocation
under the Wage Subsidy Programme 2.0
of RM2.4 billion which is expected to
benefit 1.3 million employees.
2. Other than the above, FMM
appealed to the MOF for further
assistance, including a six-month
moratorium on all Penjana financing
schemes, one-year stamp duty
exemptions on all loan and financing
instruments from July 1 and the extension
of mergers and acquisitions (M&As) oneyear stamp duty exemptions to M&As
and partnership agreements signed prior
to COVID-19 that have faced disruption
due to the pandemic and MCO.
3. On the Employees’ Minimum
Standards of Housing, Accommodations
and Amenities (Amendment) Act 2019
(Act 446), FMM reiterated its support
for the enhancement to the law which in
the long-term would be of great benefit
and advantage to the industry and the
nation. However, in light of the current
weak economic conditions where most
industries are still struggling to sustain
their business, FMM appealed to MOHR
for additional time to allow necessary
adjustment in compliance to the law.
4. Under the Budget 2021, FMM
proposed for the Government to consider
income tax waivers for corporate and
individuals, which will allow businesses
to recoup and rebuild, while enabling
consumers to have higher disposable
income. Other items on FMM’s wish list
are continuous support for technology
and digitisation adoption, tax relief and
assistance accorded to SMEs should be
accessible to mid-tier companies for at
least two years to help in their recovery
and the reinstatement of the goods and
services tax (GST) at three per cent,
with a threshold of RM500,000 and a
transition period of six months.
On the Wage Subsidy Programme,
FMM proposed for the Government
to remove the 200 employees limit
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and RM4,000 salary cap, and further
expand the programme to include midtier companies with a restriction of not
more than 800 workers.
5. As part of its efforts to ensure
uninterrupted supply of manufactured
goods to be made available at national
and regional levels, FMM has taken
the lead to establish the ASEAN
Manufacturing Network, a networking
platform for manufacturing-related
organisations in ASEAN to communicate
and collaborate on strategies to
restructure regional production networks.
6. FMM reiterated its position as a
strong advocate of the Comprehensive
and Progressive Agreement for TransPacific Partnership (CPTPP) and urged the
Government to ratify the CPTPP, which
will greatly contribute to post-pandemic
recovery as it will help to drive growth
and exports during the current critical
period.
FMM lauded the Government for
signing the Regional Comprehensive
Economic Partnership (RCEP) on
November 15, 2020, during the 37th
ASEAN Summit. FMM is a strong
advocate of RCEP and believes that RCEP
will contribute greatly to the country’s
post-pandemic recovery by creating
resilient supply chains.
In conclusion, Tan Sri Dato’ Soh
urged businesses to work hand-in-hand
with the Government to embrace the new
normal and move towards economic
recovery to ensure future growth. Tan
Sri Dato’ Soh also called on members
to step up productivity, embrace new
technological advancement and upskill the workforce to remain robust
and sustainable in responding to the
challenges.
The Audited Financial Statements for
the financial year ended June 30, 2020
and the Reports of the Directors and
Auditors were unanimously approved
and adopted by the members present.
13 Council members were elected/reelected into the FMM Council.
At the Council meeting following
the AGM, Dato’ Gan Tack Kong was
unanimously elected as Vice-President
to replace Dato’ Dr Ir Andy Seo, whose
term of six years has expired.
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FMM COUNCIL 2020/2021
President

• Tan Sri Dato’ Soh Thian Lai

Immediate Past President
• Tan Sri Dr. Lim Wee Chai

Vice-Presidents
•
•
•
•

Dato’ Nathan K Suppiah
Datuk Noraini Soltan
Dato‘ Goh Boon Kim
Dato’ Gan Tack Kong

Council Members

• Mr R. Narayanan
• Dr. Helena Eian Yeut Lan
• Dato’ Dr. Ir Andy Seo Kian Haw
• Tan Sri Cheng Yong Kim
• Ms Michelle Hah Mei Kian
• Ms Karen Young
• Dato’ Dr. Hj Haminnuddin Abd Hamid
• Mr Mark Wing Kong
• Tan Sri Saw Choo Boon
• Ir A K Woo
• Ms Mag Ng Foong Yuon
• Dato’ Dr. Ooi Eng Hock
• Mr Danny Ng Kian Boon
• Mr Juan Jose Aranols
• Mr Kenny Tan Thean Hin
• Mr Hiroyuki Imizu
• Mr Davies Danavaindran
• Dato’ Palaniappan Joseph
• Ir Ter Leong Leng
• Ms Gor Siew Yeng
• Dato’ Mizanur Rahman Ghani
• Dato’ Tan Boon Pun

Branch Committee Chairmen

• Mr Tahiruddin Hamdan
(Kedah/Perlis Branch Committee)
• Dato’ Jimmy Ong Chin Keng
(Penang Branch Committee)
• Mr Tan Seow Heng
(Perak Branch Committee)
• Mr Jacob Lee Chor Kok
(Selangor and Kuala Lumpur Branch Committee)
• Mr Steven Aroki
(Negeri Sembilan Branch Committee)
• Mr Jimmy Ong Kim Heng
(Malacca Branch Committee)
• Mr Saw Seong Ho
(Johor Branch Committee)
• Ir Kua Jit How
(Eastern Branch Committee)
• Mr Victor Hii Lu Thian
(Sarawak Branch Committee)
• Mr James Ha Haw Yew
(Sabah Branch Committee)

YKGI Holdings Bhd

Top Glove Sdn Bhd

ISUS JVC Industries Sdn Bhd
Sipro (Malaysia) Sdn Bhd
Taik Sin Timber Industry Sdn Bhd
Ngan Yin Food Industries Sdn Bhd

ABB Malaysia Sdn Bhd
Accel Graphic System Sdn Bhd
Alphaprima Engineering Sdn Bhd
Amsteel Mills Sdn Bhd
Fire Fighter Industry Sdn Bhd
Hume Cemboard Industries Sdn Bhd
Ideal Healthcare Sdn Bhd
LB Aluminium Bhd
Mackenzie Industries Sdn Bhd
Master Jaya Environment Sdn Bhd
Mega Fortris (Malaysia) Sdn Bhd
Menara Kerjaya Fasteners Sdn Bhd
MTS Fibromat (M) Sdn Bhd
Nestle Manufacturing (Malaysia) Sdn Bhd
Newbillion Industries (M) Sdn Bhd
Panasonic Manufacturing Malaysia Berhad
Radosh Engineering & Industrial Sdn Bhd
Satake Technologies Sdn Bhd
Top-Mech Provincial Sdn Bhd
Toray Industries (Malaysia) Sdn Bhd
Venator Asia Sdn Bhd
Xilouette Manufacturer Sdn Bhd

Silterra Malaysia Sdn Bhd

Tan Sri Dato’ Soh
Thian Lai

Tan Sri Dr. Lim Wee Chai

Dato’ Nathan K Suppiah

Datuk Noraini bt Soltan

Emico Metalizing Sdn Bhd
Sidney Industries Sdn Bhd
Asli Mechanical Sdn Bhd
Smane (M) Sdn Bhd
San Miguel Yamamura Woven Products Sdn Bhd

Dato‘ Goh Boon Kim

Panerai Engineering Sdn Bhd
Sadagene Steel Sdn Bhd
ASTEEL Sdn Bhd
Dong Sin Food Sdn Bhd

Dato’ Gan Tack Kong
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Forging closer bilateral ties
FMM co-organised the 1st Joint Meeting
of the Malaysia-Taiwan Economic
Cooperation Committee Business
Advisory Group (MTECC BAG) in an
effort to forge closer trade relations
between Malaysia and Taiwan.
Held on October 23, in collaboration
with the Chinese National Federation of
Industries (CNFI), the inaugural meeting
chaired by FMM President Tan Sri Dato’
Soh Thian Lai provided a platform for the
committee to discuss issues, challenges
and opportunities in areas pertaining to
trade, investment and SME development
to benefit both Malaysia and Taiwan.
The virtual meeting saw FMM appointed
as the Chair and Secretariat of MTECC
BAG Malaysia, with FMM Council
Member and Selangor and KL Branch
Chairman, Jacob Lee, representing
FMM as the Chairman of MTECC BAG
Malaysia.
A total of 18 participants from Malaysia
and 10 participants from Taiwan
attended the meeting, representing
trade and business associations, and
government agencies.

1st Joint Meeting of the Malaysia-Taiwan Economic Cooperation Committee Business Advisory Group (MTECC BAG) via a
virtual platform.
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KEDAH/PERLIS

Tahiruddin Hamdan, Chairman FMM Kedah/Perlis presenting the FMM Directory as a souvenir to the Yang Dipertua Syed Khairol Anuar Syed Abidin.

FMM Kedah/Perlis visits local council
FMM Kedah/Perlis paid a courtesy visit to Sungai Petani Municipal Council, Yang Dipertua Syed Khairol Anuar Syed Abidin on
August 10, to foster closer ties and congratulate him on his new appointment.
During the visit, FMM Kedah/Perlis Chairman, Tahiruddin Hamdan presented the objectives, responsibilities and roles of the
Industrial Park Management Committee (IPMC) to the Yang Dipertua who agreed to propose the plan to the State Government.
IPMCs which are co-chaired by representatives from the public and private sectors, serve to support the state’s strategy and efforts
to improve infrastructure development and basic amenities at industrial estates.
Tahiruddin also took the opportunity to highlight current industry issues which need to be addressed.

Navigating workplace flexibility in the
pandemic

Shedding light on new workers’ housing
procedures

FMM Kedah/Perlis organised a briefing entitled “Flexible Work
Arrangement - New Normal for the Workplace” to shed light
on the concept and ways of implementing Work From Home
and the government incentives available.

Sungai Petani Municipal Council (MPSPK) informed manufacturers
about the latest procedures to convert house or land title to hostel
status.

Co-organised with Talent Corporation Malaysia Berhad
(TalentCorp) on July 9, the online briefing focused on how
technology and digital connectivity enabling more workplace
flexibility.
Led by TalentCorp Manager, Vaffa Chau, the meeting explored
the way the new work reality allows employees to be more
agile, adaptive and receptive to change in order to reduce
disruptions to operations and ensure continued productivity.
The session also shed light on government incentives made
available to assist employers and employees transitioning to the
new work arrangements.

The meeting, held on October 1 with FMM Kedah/Perlis, was
chaired by MPSPK Building Department Director, Suhairi Mustafa.
He briefed on the procedures and highlighted that all applications
for land or property status conversion must comply with the
Employees’ Minimum Standards of Housing, Accommodations
and Amenities (Amendment) Act 2019.
He also requested FMM Kedah/Perlis to remind its members who
are involved in ongoing construction projects, to comply with
the National Security Council’s (MKN) SOP to prevent the new
COVID-19 case.
FMM Kedah/Perlis led by FMM HRM & ESH Sub-Committee
Chairman, Baharuddin Abd Majid took the opportunity to
highlight major issues faced by members in developing worker’s
housing.
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FMM Kedah/Perlis donates food items to 60 families
FMM Kedah/Perlis participated in a food donation programme for industry members at Amanjaya, Sungai Petani which was
placed under a Targeted Movement Control Order (TEMCO).
Organised by the Sungai Petani Central HR Practitioner Group, SP Rotary Club and OCBC Al-Amin, FMM Kedah/Perlis was the
central coordinator in arranging donations to 60 industry members’ families in the area.
The donations were distributed to the beneficiaries on September 20 and 24.

FMM Kedah/
Perlis raises
awareness
on MACC
amendments
In an effort to raise
awareness on
corporate liability
for corruption, FMM
Kedah/Perlis organised
an online briefing
on the Malaysian
Anti-Corruption
Commission (MACC)
Liability Provision 17A
in collaboration with
MACC Kedah, on
September 3.
Section 17A entered
into force in June
Online briefing on the Malaysian Anti-Corruption Commission (MACC) Liability Provision 17A.
1, 2020, under
which a commercial
organisation can be found guilty if individuals involved with the organisation give or agree to give bribes with the intention of
enabling the business entity to profit from the transaction.
Led by MACC Sungai Petani Branch Deputy Director and Kedah MACC Community Education Unit Head, Mohd Zaini Hassan,
the talk emphasised that the aim of this new provision is to foster a corruption-free business environment and encourage
commercial organisations to take proportionate measures to safeguard their businesses from partaking in corrupt activities.
A total of 40 participants attended the virtual briefing held via Zoom.

State Industrial and Investment Meeting reports positive progress
FMM Kedah/Perlis participated in the second State Industrial and Investment Committee Meeting with the State Government on
October 16.
Chaired by the State Industrial and Investment Exco, YB Dato’ Wira Dr Ku Abd Rahman Ku Ismail, the meeting revealed that the
Kota Perdana development at Bukit Kayu Hitam has been gazetted as a Logistics Hub and Free Industrial Zone to boost the State’s
foreign direct investment. The development is set to be fully operational in 2023.
The National Security Council (MKN) which was also present, shared updates on the procedures for treating suspected COVID-19
patients, particularly during TEMCO, CMCO and AEMCO periods, to assist the state in combating the rising number of cases.
Other highlights from the meeting include a report by Malaysian Investment Development Authority (MIDA) Kedah on total
investment into the state from January to June 2020 totalling to RM1.7 million as compared to the corresponding period in 2019
which saw only a total of RM1.3 million in investments.
Invest Kedah also updated that Kedah State Development Corporation (PKNK) resolved the land title issues at Kuala Ketil including
six titles belonging to Schaefer Kalk (M) Sdn Bhd.
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PENANG
Understanding the Ins and Outs of Employee
dismissal
FMM Penang organised a one-day workshop titled ‘The Art of
Terminating Delinquent Employees’ to equip Human Resource
managers with the right knowledge on employee dismissal.
The workshop was held on October 1 and focused on assisting
employers who face a huge challenge in dismissing employees
despite clear business justification.
During the workshop, trainer Ewe Kheng Hoon acknowledged
the issues faced by managers and shared the different types of
termination that can be employed to tackle this problem.
A total of 13 participants attended the workshop.

Ewe Kheng Hoon facilitated the ‘The Art of Terminating Delinquent Employees’ workshop.

MATRADE briefs on Market Development Grant
updates
The Malaysian External Trade Development Corporation
(MATRADE) held a briefing on the Market Development Grant
(MDG) to assist businesses affected by the COVID-19 pandemic.
The main objective of the briefing was to inform FMM members
on the initiatives launched to help Malaysian Small and Medium
Enterprises (SME) affected by COVID-19 and assist exporters
in their efforts to promote Malaysian made products or services
globally.

Zulqarnain Mohammad facilitated the briefing session on MDG.

During the briefing held on October 14, MATRADE Northern
Regional Branch Assistant Director Zulqarnain Mohammad stated
that MDG acts as a reimbursable grant to assist manufacturing
and trading service providers who fall under the SME category,
in undertaking eligible export promotional activities up to
RM300,000 per company.

Business and Supply
Chain Management amid
COVID-19
In collaboration with OCBC Bank
Malaysia Berhad, FMM Penang
hosted the OCBC Virtual Power Talk
2020 webinar titled ‘Managing
your Business in COVID-19: Lessons
and Opportunities in Supply Chain
Management’ on October 24.
The event, moderated by OCBC Bank
Malaysia Berhad Chief Executive
Officer Dato’ Ong Eng Bin drew a total
of 500 attendees.

Panellists seated from left to right: Dato’ Dr Ooi Eng Hock and YAB Chow Kon Yeow, Penang Chief Minister.

The panel of speakers were Penang Chief Minister YAB Chow Kon Yeow, Top Glove Corporation Bhd, Founder and Executive
Chairman Tan Sri Dr Lim Wee Chai, KPMG Malaysia Managing Partner Datuk Johan Idris, ViTrox Corporation Bhd Chief Executive
Officer Chu Jenn Weng, Island Hospital Chief Operating Officer, Stephanie Lee, and FMM Penang Chairman Dato’ Dr Ooi Eng
Hock.
The event saw panelists sharing effective supply chain management and economic growth strategies during and post pandemic. They
also emphasised employing the use of automation, digitalisation and artificial intelligence to improve productivity and quality.
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PENANG
Forklift Handling and Safety
FMM Penang held a forklift training on September 10 to help its member companies comply with the requirements by Occupational
Safety and Health Administration (OSHA).
Facilitated by trainer Mohan Nadesan, the training served to create competent forklift drivers and certify them in order to create a
safe working environment. A total of 15 participants attended the training.

The trainer, Jeffrey Bok facilitated the “Mastery-Self Program”.

The importance of Self-discovery
FMM Penang organised a talk entitled “Mastery-Self Program” on October 9 to highlight the importance of self-discovery and
uncovering an individual’s potentials and life challenges.
Trainer, Jeffrey Bok shared ways to react to situation in a diplomatic way, how to accept life challenges as well as tips to manage
predictable events.
The talk served to help participants to achieve better teamwork and productivity.
Six members attended the talk.

Social Security Benefits
In collaboration with The Social
Security Organisation (SOCSO),
FMM Penang, led by FMM ESH
Chairman Sub-Committee Kew
Chii Shiang conducted a talk
on the benefits of SOCSO on
October 19.
Facilitated by SOCSO Executive
Officer Yau Lai Kin and
Vocational Officer Khairuddin, the
event served to raise awareness
on the different clauses for
participants to comply with
and the benefits of applying for
SOCSO.
A total of 27 participants
attended the talk.
Talk on Social Security Benefits by SOCSO held at FMM Penang.
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PERAK
Lih Mei Industrial Sdn Bhd pays a courtesy visit
to FMM Perak
Lih Mei Industrial Sdn Bhd, led by its Executive Director,
Hsu Shang Chih paid a courtesy visit to the FMM Perak in
appreciation of the assistance rendered by FMM during the
Movement Control Order period.

Mock Tuck Meng, FMM Perak Vice-Chairman (1st row, 2nd from left) paid a courtesy visit
on Habpzan Husaini (1st row, 2nd from right).

Immigration Department Perak addresses
foreign worker issues
On October 28, FMM Perak paid a courtesy visit to the
Malaysia Immigration Department (JIM) Perak State Director,
Habpzan Husaini.
During the visit, FMM Perak Vice-Chairman, Mock Tuck Meng
took the opportunity to raise foreign worker issues faced by
manufacturers namely delays faced when renewing work
permits via the MyEG portal and repetitive documentation
requirements. He also appealed to the Department to reduce
the levy rates for extension of foreign workers’ permit beyond
ten years.

The visit was led by Hsu Shang Chih (1st row from right) and received by FMM Perak
Chairman, Tan Seow Heng (middle) and Immediate Past Chairman, Dato’ Gan Tack Kong
(2nd row, 1st from right).

Habpzan Husaini acknowledged the concerns raised by FMM
Perak. He also assured them that the department would be
upgrading their online system by 2021 to provide a better
experience to all users of their portal.

FMM Perak members listening to Chairman Tan Seow Heng opening address at the AGM.

FMM Perak 52nd AGM
Participants listening to the speakers from MITI during the seminar on Free Trade Agreements.

Nurturing understanding on Free Trade
Agreements
In order to enhance the country’s exports in the global market,
FMM Perak in collaboration with the Ministry of International
Trade and Industry (MITI) organised a seminar on Free Trade
Agreements (FTAs) on October 6.
The seminar explored the latest updates on the Regional
Comprehensive Economic Partnership (RCEP), recent changes
to ASEAN Trade in Goods Agreement (ATIGA) Form D which
may impact companies’ exports, and ways to leverage on
preferential tariff advantages and tariff reductions to maximise
imports and exports.
Drawing 39 participants, the event featured speakers from the
Ministry namely the MITI Senior Principal Assistant Director
Suhaili Ismail, MITI Perak Director Rosazliza Azman and MIDA
Perak Director Izran Abdullah.

FMM Perak held its Annual General Meeting (AGM) on
October 15, 2020, chaired by its Chairman Tan Seow Heng.
The meeting saw the existing Branch Committee Members
retain their positions.

FMM Perak, TNB and Rubberex discuss new
expansion
FMM Perak hosted a meeting with Tenaga Nasional Berhad
(TNB) Perak and Rubberex (M) Sdn Bhd on August 18 to
expedite electricity supply to Rubberex’s plant expansion.
The meeting focused on a key concern surrounding the
Rubberex plant expansion namely the status of application for
electricity supply to their new plant.
TNB Perak was represented by Manager (Business Partner)
Azlan Mohammad, while Rubberex (M) Sdn Berhad was
represented by General Manager Soo Soon Yew.
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SELANGOR AND KUALA LUMPUR
Courtesy Visit to OCPD Petaling Jaya
FMM Petaling Jaya Regional Committee paid a courtesy visit to
OCPD Petaling Jaya Tuan ASP Nik Azanee Mohd Faisal at the
District Police Headquarters Petaling Jaya.

(From left) Chairman FMM Selangor and Kuala Lumpur Jacob Lee, Representative from
Taipei Economic and Cultural Office in Malaysia, YB Dato’ Teng Chang Khim and Dato’
Hasan Azhari Idris.

FMM pledges support for Selangor Business Hub

The event was aimed at strengthening collaboration between
the Royal Malaysia Police and the manufacturing fraternity in
Malaysia.
During the visit on August 13, FMM Petaling Jaya Chairman
Vignesh Baboo took the opportunity to raise concerns
regarding the security in the Petaling Jaya industrial area.

FMM Selangor and Kuala Lumpur throws their support behind
the Selangor Business Hub (SBH), which was launched on
September 11 at the Kuala Lumpur Convention Centre.
A digitalisation initiative by Invest Selangor, the initiative aims
to provide a digital networking platform for businesses amid the
COVID-19 pandemic.
SBH comprises three components namely Invest Selangor
programmes, virtual Selangor International Business Summit as
well as the Selangor Information Technology and E-Commerce
Council.
The event also introduced attendees to the Selangor
International Expo which is expected to be the biggest regional
platform for industry players to exchange ideas and boost
business visibility.
Selangor State Executive Councillor for Investment, Industry and
Commerce and SME, YB Dato’ Teng Chang Khim and Invest
Selangor Chief Executive Officer Dato’ Hasan Azhari Idris were
present at the launch.

Tuan ASP Nik Azanee Mohd Faisal receiving a token of appreciation from FMM Petaling Jaya
Regional Chairman, Vignesh Baboo.

The branch office was the official supporting partner for the
launch event.

Building rapport with OCPD Klang Utara
FMM Selangor and Kuala Lumpur paid a courtesy call to the
new OCPD Klang Utara Puan ACP Nurulhuda Mohd Salleh on
October 7 to extend their congratulations on her new role as
head of the police force in the district.
Led by FMM Selangor and Kuala Lumpur Women In Business
Working Committee Chairman Lee Pang, the visit aimed to
establish closer rapport and cooperation between FMM and
the police department.

Group photograph with MPC Director-General, Dato’ Abdul Latif Haji Abu Seman.

Courtesy Visit to the Director-General of
Malaysia Productivity Corporation
FMM Selangor and Kuala Lumpur paid a courtesy visit to the
Malaysia Productivity Corporation (MPC) on October 8 to
strengthen relations and cooperation with the organisation.

Puan ACP Nurulhuda Mohd Salleh receiving a token of appreciation from Chairman of
FMM Selangor and Kuala Lumpur Women in Business Working Committee, Lee Pang.

During the visit, FMM Selangor and Kuala Lumpur held
discussions on the Productivity-Linked Wage System (PLWS) with
MPC Director Dato’ Abdul Latif Abu Seman. The branch also
took the opportunity to invite MPC to hold a comprehensive
briefing session to help FMM members further understand the
PLWS.
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NEGERI SEMBILAN
FMM Negeri Sembilan raises awareness on
chemical management
FMM Negeri Sembilan held a two-day seminar from October
22-23, in collaboration with the Social Security Organisation
(SOCSO) to provide insight into establishing total chemical
management procedures at the workplace.
The seminar aimed at giving participants a better
understanding about chemical usage, storage and exposure,
while helping them familiarise themselves with the chemical spill
response procedures, interpret Safety Data Sheets (SDS), as
well as the functions of the local exhaust ventilation.
Shalina Jaafar with participants during the seminar.

Understanding payroll and tax implications
amid the pandemic
FMM Negeri Sembilan organised a seminar on payroll and
tax implications for employers affected by the COVID-19
pandemic.

The seminar was held in line with the Occupational Safety
Health Act 1994, requiring chemical handlers in the
manufacturing industry to be fully trained and equipped with
personal protective equipment and devices to reduce their
exposure level to chemical hazards.
Led by FMM Institute trainer, Izil Kamal, six participants
attended the seminar.

The seminar, facilitated by Global Mobility Services of Crowe
KL Tax Sdn Bhd Director, Shalina Jaafar, briefed 12 members
on the correct tax reporting process for compensation, for the
loss of employment as well as the documents required to notify
the Malaysian Inland Revenue Board (MIRB) on the cessation of
employment.
Held on August 19, the seminar also explored Government
subsidies and incentives such as the Wage Subsidy Programme
and the Employment Retention Program to help employers
during this difficult period.

Izil Kamal leading the seminar on chemical management.

Manufacturers strengthen pandemic
preparedness and emergency response
FMM Negeri Sembilan in collaboration with the Social Security
Organisation (SOCSO) held a seminar on Emergency Response
Planning (ERP) as part of the statutory and company safety
requirements, as well as the correct response plan during the
ongoing COVID-19 pandemic.
Steven Aroki presenting the token of appreciation to the State Director of RMCD, Mohd
Idris Shaharom.

Raising awareness on manufacturing waste
management
FMM Negeri Sembilan, in collaboration with the Negeri
Sembilan Royal Malaysian Customs Department (RMCD)
organised a briefing session to raise awareness on the
management of manufacturing waste.

Led by FMM Institute trainer, Konasaigran Alagan, the oneday program on September 22, covered the elements of an
effective ERP aimed at ensuring preparedness in the event of an
emergency to help reduce potential danger to life and property.
The seminar, attended by seven members also provided an
overview of the challenges and tools needed for implementing
ERP and fire drills at the workplace.

Held on September 9 at TOTO Malaysia Sdn Bhd’s premise,
the session served as an opportunity for members, to gain
a better understanding about the concept, guidelines and
procedures of the disposal of manufacturing wastes or scraps,
obsolete parts, rejected finished goods, defective raw materials,
machinery and equipment.
The event drew a total of 40 attendees.

Training in session conducted by Konasaigran.
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MELAKA
FMM Malacca 46th AGM
FMM Malacca held its Annual General Meeting (AGM) on
October 13, chaired by its Chairman Jimmy Ong. A total of 14
member companies attended the meeting.

FMM Malacca Branch Committee with Tuan Yang Terutama Yang DiPertua Negeri Melaka,
Tun Seri Setia Dr Mohd Ali Mohd Rustam.

FMM pays courtesy call to Yang DiPertua
Negeri Melaka
FMM Malacca paid a courtesy call to Tuan Yang Terutama
Yang DiPertua Negeri Melaka, Tun Seri Setia Dr Mohd Ali
Mohd Rustam on October 20.
Led by Chairman Jimmy Ong, the meeting took place at Seri
Negeri, the Melaka state administrative centre where they
spoke fervently about the challenges faced by industries in the
state and proposals to overcome them.
FMM Malacca also highlighted the future development of the
state especially relating to the growth of industries. Jimmy Ong
was accompanied by the branch committee members.

Participants at FMM Malacca 46th Annual General Meeting.

Courtesy Visit to Melaka Chief Minister
FMM Malacca paid a courtesy call to the Melaka Chief
Minister, YAB Datuk Hj Sulaiman Md Ali on July 29 to build
rapport with FMM Malacca members.
During the meeting, FMM Malacca led by Chairman Jimmy
Ong thanked the Chief Minister for the support that he has
provided to the branch during the Movement Control Order
(MCO).
Jimmy Ong also highlighted issues on the need to upgrade
the infrastructure in various industrial estates especially Unifi
availability.

FMM Malacca representatives with SAMB CEO, Abd Rashid AB Rahman.

Plans to address water issues
FMM Malacca organised a consultative meeting with Syarikat
Air Melaka (SAMB) located at Wisma Air on August 10 to
discuss water supply issues.
Due to the state’s water disruption incident in November last
year and again early this year, the branch was concerned that
the water crisis may repeat.
Led by Chief Executive Officer Abd Rashid Ab Rahman, SAMB
unveiled plans to ensure sufficient water supply which includes
decentralising the water supply system.

FMM Malacca members with YAB Datuk Hj Sulaiman Md Ali, Chief Minister of Melaka.
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JOHOR
Blood donation drive
FMM Johor conducted a blood donation campaign on October
3 at AEON Permas Jaya in efforts to raise public awareness on
the importance of regular blood donation.
The one day-campaign, led by FMM Johor Chairman, Saw
Seong Ho and the branch Environmental, Safety and Health
Sub-Committee Chairman, Dr Shamsul Rizal Shamsudin saw 81
people participating in the event, and only 62 of them eligible
to donate blood.
Saw Seong Ho presented a memento to the Consul of Economic Affairs, S. Ari Wardhana.

FMM Johor strengthens Malaysia-Indonesia
business relations
The new Consul of Economic Affairs, S. Ari Wardhana from the
Consulate General of Indonesia in Johor Bahru paid a courtesy
call to FMM Johor on August 11 aimed at strengthening the
bilateral relations between Malaysia and Indonesia.
The Consul was received by FMM Johor Chairman,
Saw Seong Ho.
The visit sparked a two-way discussion on the working
opportunities, especially in the field of agro-business between
Johor and Indonesia. The Consul extended an invitation to
FMM Johor to organise a trade mission to Indonesia in 2021.
The Consul updated the progress of relocating Indonesia’s
capital city to Kalimantan. He highlighted that the plan will
shift the country’s developmental focus to other parts of the
archipelago, bringing positive outcomes to businesses and
reducing Jakarta’s burden as the main hub in the long run.

FMM Johor encourages more people to donate blood through its public campaign.

Improving fire safety standards and practices
FMM Johor hosted a seminar to help its members gain a better
understanding of the Fire and Rescue Department of Malaysia
(BOMBA) regulations for the manufacturing industry.
Held on October 21, a total of 39 participants learnt about
the facilities provided by BOMBA to help the manufacturing
sector achieve high standards of safety practices at their work
premises.

Manufacturers work
to meet employee
accommodation needs
FMM Johor organised a
briefing to assist members
to understand and comply
with the regulations under the
Employees’ Minimum Standards
of Housing, Accommodations
FMM Johor hosted a briefing on the
and Amenities Regulations
Workers’ Minimum Standards of Housing
and Amenities (Amendment) Act 2019.
2020.

Gerard S Sankar briefed new members on FMM activities, benefits and services.

Giving new opportunities to new FMM
members
FMM Johor organised a Business Opportunities Networking
(BON) session on September 8 with the aim of fostering strong
relationships and collaboration with its new members.
The BON session is a platform for new members to familiarise
with FMM services and at the same time networking for future
possible collaborations.
FMM Johor Vice-Chairman and Chairman of Membership SubCommittee, Gerard S Sankar led the session which drew a total
of 20 new members.

Held on October 28 in collaboration with the Johor State
Labour Department and Health Department, the programme
provided participants insights into handling the COVID-19
situation at the workplace, preparing suitable employee
accommodation in line with the pandemic’s standard operating
procedure and adapting to the new normal.
The initiative was taken to curb the spread of the pandemic and
other infectious diseases such as SARS, Dengue, Leptospirosis
and Tuberculosis.
The briefing which drew a total of 36 attendees, took place
following the enactment of the Workers’ Minimum Standards
of Housing and Amenities (Amendment) Act 2019 which came
into force on September 1, 2020.
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EASTERN
Dialogue session with Government agencies
FMM Eastern hosted a virtual dialogue session with various
State Government agencies on September 23 to discuss
industry issues in the East Coast.
Branch chairman, Ir Kua Jit How led the discussion with
representatives from East Coast Economic Region Development
Council (ECERDC), Malaysian Investment Development
Authority (MIDA) Pahang, Kuantan Municipal Council (MPK),
Pahang State Development Corporation (PKNP) and Malaysia
Productivity Corporation (MPC).
Group photograph of the participants during the seminar.

Prioritising an accident-free workplace
FMM Eastern organised a virtual seminar on workplace
accident prevention, investigation and analysis on
September 21.
Safety consultant, Prame Kumar Nair provided insights into
the hazards and causes of accidents at the workplace. He
presented various interview techniques for investigation
purposes as well as accident investigation report writing
methods.
A total of nine participants attended the virtual seminar.

Prevention of COVID-19 at the workplace

FMM members raised concerns such as the frequent water
disruption in Kuantan and infrastructure issues affecting the
Gebeng industrial area.

A visit to the Menteri Besar of Pahang
FMM Eastern paid a courtesy visit to the Menteri Besar of
Pahang, YAB Dato’ Sri Haji Wan Rosdy Wan Ismail at his
office on October 22 to build rapport and exchange updates
about the state’s manufacturing sector.
Branch Chairman, Ir Kua Jit How who led the visit, took the
opportunity to discuss the proposal to form the Industrial Park
Management Committee (IPMC) for industrial estates in Pahang
and also submitted a list of members who can contribute to
the construction of the East Coast Rail Link (ECRL) project, in
support of the Buy Made-in-Malaysia campaign.

FMM Eastern organised a seminar on September 29 to shed
light on the procedures and guidelines of creating a safe
workplace and reducing the risk of COVID-19 infection among
employees.
Led by Occupational Safety and Health practitioner, Mohamad
Aliasman Morshidi, a total of 12 participants were guided
on the new legal and industry requirements outlined by the
Ministry of International Trade and Industry, Ministry of Health,
Department of Occupational Safety and Health Malaysia and
the Construction Industry Development Board.
The trainer also provided insights into the risk assessment
for COVID-19 at the workplace, communication strategies,
sanitation procedures, methods to ensure workers’ well-being
as well as emergency preparedness and response.

Ir Kua Jit How presenting the FMM 50th Anniversary Coffee Table Book to YAB Dato’ Sri Haji
Wan Rosdy Wan Ismail.

Virtual AGM
FMM Eastern held its virtual Annual General Meeting on
November 10 via Zoom, led by Branch Chairman, Ir Kua Jit
How.
Group photograph of the participants.

Eight members participated in the meeting.
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SARAWAK

FMM Sarawak led by its Chairman, Dato’ Sri Victor Hii Lu Thian paying a courtesy call to YB Dato’ Sri Dr Richard Riot Jaem on July 25.

FMM Sarawak visits the Prime Minister’s Special Envoy to East Asia
FMM Sarawak paid a courtesy call to the Prime Minister’s Special Envoy to East Asia, YB Dato’ Sri Dr Richard Riot Jaem, on July
25 aimed at building rapport and strengthening collaboration.
Among the issues discussed during the meeting were the planned trade missions to Japan, South Korea and Taiwan, a possible
Business Opportunity Networking Session between FMM branches throughout Malaysia with entrepreneurs from Japan, South
Korea and Taiwan as well as the promotion of Tebedu Industrial Estate as a gateway to the Kalimantan market.

FMM Sarawak
boosts graduate
employability
FMM Sarawak proposed
several certification
programmes in line with the
higher education initiatives
under the National Economic
Recovery Programme
(PENJANA) aimed at growing
a sustainable supply of
skilled talent and boost
graduate employability.

Tackling Kalimantan-Sarawak smuggling issues
FMM Sarawak held a meeting with the Customs Enforcement Division of the Royal Malaysian
Customs Department (JKDM) Sarawak on October 19 to discuss the issues of smuggling from
Kalimantan.
Chaired by JKDM Sarawak Head of Enforcement Division, Hamisan Kalip, the meeting saw
FMM Sarawak raised concerns on the illicit trade which is affecting manufacturers in the state.
Acknowledging the concerns, Hamisan Kalip promised that JKM would take actions to combat
the smuggling issues. JKDM Sarawak Head of Operations Kaddy Jukin and Head of Intelligence
Sazali Unus were also present at the meeting.

The proposal was made to
University Malaysia Sarawak
(UNIMAS) on October 1, with
a pledge to assist UNIMAS to
secure job placement for its
unemployed graduates under
the Graduate Employability
Programme (PENJANA-GE)
and Career Advancement
Programme (PENJANA-CAP).
UNIMAS University Industry
Centre (UnIC) Director Dr
Dzulzalani Eden expressed
his appreciation to FMM
Sarawak in helping graduates
succeed in the volatile job
market during the pandemic.

Tuan Hamisan, Head of Enforcement Division, Royal Malaysian Customs Department (JKDM) Sarawak chairing the meeting with FMM
Sarawak on smuggling issues together with JKDM Head of Operations, Kaddy Jukin (3rd left) and Head of Intelligence, Sazali Unus
(2nd left).
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